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Military music is most evident in "Putnam's Camp, Redding, Connecticut," a musical representation of the
Revolutionary army marching at the winter quarters of General Israel Putnam. In addition, German composers
wrote enormous amounts of organ music, establishing the basis for the later Baroque organ style which
culminated in the work of J. On a purely domestic level, every wealthy lady would have a spinet to play, and
at meal-times the large and rich houses would employ musicians to play what was popularly called Tafelmusik
in Germany, of which Telemann was perhaps the most famous composer. The first period includes works that
are considered to be closest to the Viennese Classical style of Mozart and Haydn. Because troubador songs
were notated as simple rows of pitches without rhythm, the rhythms and instrumental accompaniments of
modern performances are based on conjecture; images of troubadors in medieval manuscripts have offered
hints as to what instruments were played. Fryderyk Chopin was born in Poland, but lived in Paris for most of
his working life. Concertos often alternated between passages showing off the soloist's technical prowess and
passages showing off the weight of the full ensemble. The title character of Wozzeck is an impoverished,
deranged soldier, who discovers an affair between his lover Marie and the more impressive Drum Major.
Beethoven's image as a scowling, disheveled eccentric is largely undeserved, but it is true that Beethoven
fought deafness throughout much of his life, and that some of his music seemed awkward and violent to those
who first heard it. LISTEN: Arcadelt, Il bianco e dolce cigno The White and Gentle Swan [ Text ] Toward the
end of the 16th century, madrigals became more tortuous harmonically and more aggressive in their use of
musical devices to project the text's meaning and character. LISTEN: Mozart, Don Giovanni , excerpt from
Act 1 [ Text ] The piano concerto movement reproduced here reflects both Mozart's orchestral style and his
style of writing for the piano, an instrument quickly gaining in popularity at the expense of the harpsichord.
Those written near the end of his life, such as the one reproduced here, grew farther and farther from the
norms of Classical style. This movement by Domenico Gallo active 18th c. What is certain is that many early
19th-century composers were influenced by the literary Romantics, such as Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
They believed the violin's tone to have expressive powers akin to those of the voice. Wagner's term for the
product of such a fusion was Gesamtkunstwerk-- "total art work. The following symphony was written near
the end of Haydn's career, for the popular audience in London. Romanticism, in the musical imaginations of
Franz Schubert, Ludwig von Beethoven, Claude Debussy and Richard Wagner, then transforms the rigid
styles and forms of the Classical era into more individualistic stylizations. The Classical era gives us the
understated, formal power associated with such composers as C. Yet Beethoven was considered a
proto-Romantic by his 19th-century successors. Chief among them were Vincenzo Galilei , the father of the
astronomer, and Giulio Caccini. This technique was called organum; the slowed-down plainchant was called
the tenor. Chopin's 24 preludes are often played as a set. Later, as education became more widespread, secular
themes began to come to the fore in the Renaissance period.


